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As part of the new Let's Read Together collection, this humorous story introduces young readers to the value of perseverance and
encourages language development. Three little pugs named Bubbles, Bandit and Beauty live with their mother in the woods. One
day, she tells them that it's time for them to set out on their own. The pugs head out to build their own houses--but can they steer
clear of the Big, Bad Cat? Let's Read Together is an ideal series to share special reading time with a child while introducing
important gentle lessons. The series explores a variety of topics, including friendship, acceptance, teamwork, and empathy, all the
while encouraging the development of language and reading skills.
The definitive guide to foodservice equipment and design-from inception to completion Good food, happy customers, and profits the telltale signs of a thriving restaurant or foodservice facility. But if you're not paying attention to the hundreds of details involved
in running a successful facility, you'll fall short of achieving all three of these goals. Providing a breadth of useful, updated
information on equipment, procedures, technology, techniques, safety, government and industry regulations, and terms of the
trade, Design and Equipment for Restaurants and Foodservice, Second Edition demystifies the complex decisions facing the new
restaurateur and foodservice manager. In Design and Equipment for Restaurants and Foodservice, well-known hospitality and
food authors Costas Katsigris and Chris Thomas cover every aspect of establishing a physical facility - from concept development
to operation - including where to put a laundry room, how many place settings to order, how to lower utility bills, how to buy a walkin cooler and how big it should be, and even how air conditioning systems and water heaters work. Thoroughly updated to
embrace the latest trends in design and the newest equipment technology, this Second Edition features: Updated coverage of site
selection and the changing diversity of restaurants and mixed-theme facilities New coverage of costs associated with restaurant
start-up New photographs and diagrams featuring cutting-edge foodservice equipment Guidelines to designing kitchen and
storage areas for maximum efficiency Information on purchasing, installing, operating, and maintaining foodservice equipment in
all areas of a restaurant, from the kitchen to the tabletop Helpful coverage of safety and health-related concerns Expanded
coverage of energy conservation Discussion of new types of lighting and HVAC technology With fascinating interviews of
successful professionals as well as novices, Design and Equipment for Restaurants and Foodservice, Second Edition is an
indispensable resource for hospitality management students and professionals alike.
A riveting family saga, The Story of Edgar Sawtelle explores the deep and ancient alliance between humans and dogs, and the
power of fate through one boy’s epic journey into the wild. Born mute, speaking only in sign, Edgar Sawtelle leads an idyllic life
with his parents on their farm in remote northern Wisconsin. For generations, the Sawtelles have raised and trained a fictional
breed of dog whose thoughtful companionship is epitomized by Almondine, Edgar's lifelong companion. But with the unexpected
return of Claude, Edgar's uncle, turmoil consumes the Sawtelle's once-peaceful home. When Edgar's father dies suddenly, Claude
insinuates himself into the life of the farm – and into Edgar's mother’s affections. Grief-stricken and bewildered, Edgar tries to
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prove Claude played a role in his father's death, but his plan backfires, spectacularly. Edgar flees into the vast wilderness lying
beyond the farm. He comes of age in the wild, fighting for his survival and that of the three yearling dogs who follow him. But his
need to face his father’s murderer, and his devotion to the Sawtelle dogs, turn Edgar ever homeward. Wroblewski is a master
storyteller, and his breathtaking scenes – the elemental north woods, the sweep of seasons, an iconic American barn, a ghost
made of falling rain – create a family saga that is at once a brilliantly inventive retelling of Hamlet, an exploration of the limits of
language, and a compulsively readable modern classic.
"Looking over the legends and stars of both sports, explaining the rules, complete with glossary, Right Off the Bat is a fine
assortment of knowledge, very much recommended for any curious sports fan."—Midwest Book Review It's been said that baseball
and cricket are two sports divided by a common language. Both employ bats, balls, innings, and umpires. Fans of both steep
themselves in statistics, revel in nostalgia, and toss around baffling jargon. In Right Off the Bat, baseball nut Evander Lomke and
cricket buff Martin Rowe explain "their" sport—and their love of it—to the other sport's fans. You'll come away finding yourself as
fascinated by legbreaks and inswingers as you are by knuckleballs and sliders (or vice versa). Are you a dyed-in-the-wool baseball
fan who nevertheless harbors a nagging doubt as to whether Babe Ruth was, in fact, the greatest athlete ever to swing a bat?
When you think of cricket, is what comes to mind stuffy Victorians standing around in a field, twirling their mustaches and saying
silly things like "Howzat" or "googly"? Or are you a staunch cricket fan who sometimes wonders whether a screwball is really as
difficult to execute as a doosra? Do you ask yourself where the thrill is in watching a ball sail 400 feet over a wall and just past the
outstretched fingers of a fielder wearing a glove (and all for a paltry one run)? Well, step right up and take a seat—you've got a lot
to learn (for example, the very first international cricket match was played in the United States). And Right Off the Bat is just the
book for you.
=3 No's of Volume,Total 725 Pages (more than 138 Topics) in PDF format with watermark on each Page. =soft copy in PDF will be
delivered. Part-1 :Electrical Quick Data Reference: Part-2 :Electrical Calculation Part-3 :Electrical Notes: Part-1 :Electrical Quick
Data Reference: 1 Measuring Units 7 2 Electrical Equation 8 3 Electrical Thumb Rules 10 4 Electrical Cable & Overhead Line Bare
Conductor Current Rating 12 Electrical Quick Reference 5 Electrical Quick Reference for Electrical Costing per square Meter 21 6
Electrical Quick Reference for MCB / RCCB 25 7 Electrical Quick Reference for Electrical System 31 8 Electrical Quick Reference
for D.G set 40 9 Electrical Quick Reference for HVAC 46 10 Electrical Quick Reference for Ventilation / Ceiling Fan 51 11
Electrical Quick Reference for Earthing Conductor / Wire / Strip 58 12 Electrical Quick Reference for Transformer 67 13 Electrical
Quick Reference for Current Transformer 73 14 Electrical Quick Reference for Capacitor 75 15 Electrical Quick Reference for
Cable Gland 78 16 Electrical Quick Reference for Demand Factor-Diversity Factor 80 17 Electrical Quick Reference for Lighting
Density (W/m2) 87 18 Electrical Quick Reference for illuminance Lux Level 95 19 Electrical Quick Reference for Road Lighting 126
20 Electrical Quick Reference for Various illuminations Parameters 135 21 Electrical Quick Reference for IP Standard 152 22
Electrical Quick Reference for Motor 153 23 Electrical Quick Reference O/L Relay , Contactor for Starter 155 24 Electrical Quick
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Reference for Motor Terminal Connections 166 25 Electrical Quick Reference for Insulation Resistance (IR) Values 168 26
Electrical Quick Reference for Relay Code 179 27 Standard Makes & IS code for Electrical Equipment’s 186 28 Quick Reference
for Fire Fighting 190 29 Electrical Quick Reference Electrical Lamp and Holder 201 Electrical Safety Clearance 30 Electrical Safety
Clearances-Qatar General Electricity 210 31 Electrical Safety Clearances-Indian Electricity Rules 212 32 Electrical Safety
Clearances-Northern Ireland Electricity (NIE) 216 33 Electrical Safety Clearances-ETSA Utilities / British Standard 219 34
Electrical Safety Clearances-UK Power Networks 220 35 Electrical Safety Clearances-New Zealand Electrical Code (NZECP) 221
36 Electrical Safety Clearances-Western Power Company 223 37 Electrical Safety Clearance for Electrical Panel 224 38 Electrical
Safety Clearance for Transformer. 226 39 Electrical Safety Clearance for Sub Station Equipment’s 228 40 Typical Values of Sub
Station Electrical Equipment’s. 233 41 Minimum Acceptable Specification of CT for Metering 237 Abstract of Electrical Standard
42 Abstract of CPWD In Internal Electrification Work 239 43 Abstract of IE Rules for DP Structure 244 44 Abstract of IS: 3043
Code for Earthing Practice 246 45 Abstract of IS:5039 for Distribution Pillars (
The author of the award-winning Webs of Power provides a guide and toolkit to understanding group dynamics, facilitating communication
and dealing with difficult people so those in collaborative organizations can generate cooperation, be more efficient and attain success.
Original. 10,000 first printing.
The best-selling author of Is There Life After High School? reveals the pervasiveness of deceitful behavior in American society, drawing on
current research to explain why people lie and tolerate dishonesty on a daily basis, and profiling the deceptive behaviors of such figures as
journalist Jayson Blair and professor Joseph Ellis. 20,000 first printing.
“A fascinating survey of the digital age . . . An eye-opening paean to possibility.” —The Boston Globe “Mr. Shirky writes cleanly and
convincingly about the intersection of technological innovation and social change.” —New York Observer An extraordinary exploration of how
technology can empower social and political organizers For the first time in history, the tools for cooperating on a global scale are not solely in
the hands of governments or institutions. The spread of the internet and mobile phones are changing how people come together and get
things done—and sparking a revolution that, as Clay Shirky shows, is changing what we do, how we do it, and even who we are. Here, we
encounter a whoman who loses her phone and recruits an army of volunteers to get it back from the person who stole it. A dissatisfied airline
passenger who spawns a national movement by taking her case to the web. And a handful of kids in Belarus who create a political protest
that the state is powerless to stop. Here Comes Everybody is a revelatory examination of how the wildfirelike spread of new forms of social
interaction enabled by technology is changing the way humans form groups and exist within them. A revolution in social organization has
commenced, and Clay Shirky is its brilliant chronicler.
A gargantuan, mind-altering comedy about the Pursuit of Happiness in America Set in an addicts' halfway house and a tennis academy, and
featuring the most endearingly screwed-up family to come along in recent fiction, Infinite Jest explores essential questions about what
entertainment is and why it has come to so dominate our lives; about how our desire for entertainment affects our need to connect with other
people; and about what the pleasures we choose say about who we are. Equal parts philosophical quest and screwball comedy, Infinite Jest
bends every rule of fiction without sacrificing for a moment its own entertainment value. It is an exuberant, uniquely American exploration of
the passions that make us human - and one of those rare books that renew the idea of what a novel can do. "The next step in fiction...Edgy,
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accurate, and darkly witty...Think Beckett, think Pynchon, think Gaddis. Think." --Sven Birkerts, The Atlantic
Beginning with discussions on the operation of electronic devices and analysis of the nucleus of digital design, the text addresses: the impact
of interconnect, design for low power, issues in timing and clocking, design methodologies, and the effect of design automation on the digital
design perspective.
Absorbers and diffusers are two of the main design tools for altering the acoustic conditions of rooms, semi-enclosed spaces and the outdoor
environment. Their correct use is important for delivering high quality acoustics. Unique and authoritative, this book decribes how to
effectively measure, model, design and apply diffusers and absorbers. It is a resource for new and experienced acousticians, seeking an
understanding of the evolution, characteristics and application of modern diffusers. Absorption is a more established technology and so the
book blends traditional designs with modern developments. The book covers practical and theoretical aspects of absorbers and diffusers and
is well illustrated with examples of installations and case studies. This new edition brings Acoustic Absorbers and Diffusers up-to-date with
current research, practice and standards. New developments in measurement, materials, theory and practice since the first edition (published
in 2004) are included. The sections on absorbers are extended to include more about noise control.
From agriculture to big business, from medicine to politics, The Cigarette Century is the definitive account of how smoking came to be so
deeply implicated in our culture, science, policy, and law. No product has been so heavily promoted or has become so deeply entrenched in
American consciousness. The Cigarette Century shows in striking detail how one ephemeral (and largely useless) product came to play such
a dominant role in so many aspects of our lives—and deaths.
“Slow violence” from climate change, toxic drift, deforestation, oil spills, and the environmental aftermath of war takes place gradually and
often invisibly. Rob Nixon focuses on the inattention we have paid to the lethality of many environmental crises, in contrast with the
sensational, spectacle-driven messaging that impels public activism today.

Hocus Pocus is beloved by Halloween enthusiasts all over the world. Diving once more into the world of witches, this
electrifying two-part young adult novel, released on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the 1993 film, marks a new era of
Hocus Pocus. Fans will be spellbound by a fresh retelling of the original film, followed by the all-new sequel that
continues the story with the next generation of Salem teens. Shortly after moving from California to Salem, Max Dennison
finds himself in hot water when he accidentally releases a coven of witches from the afterlife. Max, his sister, and his new
friends (human and otherwise) must find a way to stop the witches from carrying out their evil plan and remaining on
Earth to torment Salem for all eternity. Twenty-five years later, Max and Allison's seventeen-year-old daughter, Poppy,
finds herself face-to-face with the Sanderson sisters in all their sinister glory. When Halloween celebrations don't quite go
as planned, it's a race against time as Poppy and her friends fight to save her family and all of Salem from the witches'
latest death-defying scheme.
The bestselling author of No Logo shows how the global "free market" has exploited crises and shock for three decades,
from Chile to Iraq In her groundbreaking reporting, Naomi Klein introduced the term "disaster capitalism." Whether
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covering Baghdad after the U.S. occupation, Sri Lanka in the wake of the tsunami, or New Orleans post-Katrina, she
witnessed something remarkably similar. People still reeling from catastrophe were being hit again, this time with
economic "shock treatment," losing their land and homes to rapid-fire corporate makeovers. The Shock Doctrine retells
the story of the most dominant ideology of our time, Milton Friedman's free market economic revolution. In contrast to the
popular myth of this movement's peaceful global victory, Klein shows how it has exploited moments of shock and
extreme violence in order to implement its economic policies in so many parts of the world from Latin America and
Eastern Europe to South Africa, Russia, and Iraq. At the core of disaster capitalism is the use of cataclysmic events to
advance radical privatization combined with the privatization of the disaster response itself. Klein argues that by
capitalizing on crises, created by nature or war, the disaster capitalism complex now exists as a booming new economy,
and is the violent culmination of a radical economic project that has been incubating for fifty years.
The film adaptation of Dashner's third installment of his #1 "New York Times"-bestselling Maze Runner series hits
theaters on January 26. This special tie-in edition features an eight-page full-color insert with photos from the film.
“[Coelho’s] special talent seems to be his ability to speak to everyone at once. The kind of spirituality he espouses is to
all comers. . . . His readers often say that they see their own lives in his own books.” —New Yorker From the bestselling
author of The Alchemist, Paulo Coelho, comes an absorbing new novel that holds a mirror up to our culture’s obsession
with fame, glamour, and celebrity.
The Nobel Prize–winning author’s masterful novella of eros and obsession, presented alongside other short works of
lyrical beauty and psychological depth. In Thomas Mann’s immortal novella A Death in Venice, renowned author
Gustave Aschenbach faces both middle age and a severe case of writer’s block. He resolves to go on holiday in search
of inspiration, only to find himself awestruck by the classical beauty of a fourteen-year-old boy. Submitting to his
obsession with the youth, Gustave slowly loses himself, his dignity, and finally his life. This volume includes six short
works by Mann, including “Little Herr Friedmann,” “Gladius Dei,” Tristan,” and “Tonio Kroger,” among others.
This guide has been developed for Asian companies who want to improve energy efficiency through Cleaner Production
and for stakeholders who want to help them. It includes a methodology, case studies for more than 40 Asian companies
in 5 industry sectors, technical information for 25 energy equipments, training materials, a contact and information
database.--Publisher's description.
This authoritative account covers the entire spectrum from iron ore to finished steel. It begins by tracing the history of iron
and steel production, right from the earlier days to today’s world of oxygen steelmaking, electric steelmaking, secondary
steelmaking and continuous casting. The physicochemical fundamental concepts of chemical equilibrium, activityPage 5/9
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composition relationships, and structure-properties of molten metals are introduced before going into details of transport
phenomena, i.e. kinetics, mixing and mass transfer in ironmaking and steelmaking pro-cesses. Particular emphasis is laid
on the understanding of the fundamental principles of the processes and their application to the optimisation of actual
processes. Modern developments in blast furnaces, including modelling and process control are discussed along with an
introduction to the alternative methods of ironmaking. In the area of steelmaking, BOF plant practice including pretreatment of hot metal, metallurgical features of oxygen steelmaking processes, and their control form part of the book. It
also covers basic open hearth, electric arc furnace and stainless steelmaking, before discussing the area of casting of
liquid steel—ingot casting, continuous casting and near net shape casting. The book concludes with a chapter on the
status of the ironmaking and steelmaking in India. In line with the application of theoretical principles, several worked-out
examples dealing with fundamental principles as applied to actual plant situations are presented. The book is primarily
intended for undergraduate and postgraduate students of metallurgical engineering. It would also be immensely useful to
researchers in the area of iron and steel.
For courses in Introductory Public Relations. Cutlip & Center offers students the gold standard in public relations,
providing the most up-to-date reference in the market. In the new edition, Glen Broom continues the work of Cutlip and
Center by providing the most up-to-date reference for students.
This machine is destined to completely revolutionize cylinder diesel engine up through large low speed t- engine engineering and replace
everything that exists. stroke diesel engines. An appendix lists the most (From Rudolf Diesel’s letter of October 2, 1892 to the important
standards and regulations for diesel engines. publisher Julius Springer. ) Further development of diesel engines as economiz- Although
Diesel’s stated goal has never been fully ing, clean, powerful and convenient drives for road and achievable of course, the diesel engine
indeed revolu- nonroad use has proceeded quite dynamically in the tionized drive systems. This handbook documents the last twenty years in
particular. In light of limited oil current state of diesel engine engineering and technol- reserves and the discussion of predicted climate ogy.
The impetus to publish a Handbook of Diesel change, development work continues to concentrate Engines grew out of ruminations on Rudolf
Diesel’s on reducing fuel consumption and utilizing alternative transformation of his idea for a rational heat engine fuels while keeping
exhaust as clean as possible as well into reality more than 100 years ago. Once the patent as further increasing diesel engine power density
and was filed in 1892 and work on his engine commenced enhancing operating performance.
A compulsively readable psychological thriller set in New York and at Oxford University in which a group of six students play an elaborate
game of dares and consequences with tragic result It was only ever meant to be a game played by six best friends in their first year at Oxford
University; a game of consequences, silly forfeits, and childish dares. But then the game changed: The stakes grew higher and the dares
more personal and more humiliating, finally evolving into a vicious struggle with unpredictable and tragic results. Now, fourteen years later,
the remaining players must meet again for the final round. Who knows better than your best friends what would break you? A gripping
psychological thriller partly inspired by the author's own time at Oxford University, Black Chalk is perfect for fans of the high tension and
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expert pacing of The Secret History and The Bellwether Revivals. Christopher J. Yates' background in puzzle writing and setting can clearly
be seen in the plotting of this clever, tricky book that will keep you guessing to the very end.
The Recovery of Natural Environments in Architecture challenges the modern practice of sealing up and mechanically cooling public scaled
buildings in whichever climate and environment they are located. This book unravels the extremely complex history of understanding and
perception of air, bad air, miasmas, airborne pathogens, beneficial thermal conditions, ideal climates and climate determinism. It uncovers
inventive and entirely viable attempts to design large buildings, hospitals, theatres and academic buildings through the 19th and early 20th
centuries, which use the configuration of the building itself and a shrewd understanding of the natural physics of airflow and fluid dynamics to
make good, comfortable interior spaces. In exhuming these ideas and reinforcing them with contemporary scientific insight, the book
proposes a recovery of the lost art and science of making naturally conditioned buildings.
Comprehensive and unique source integrates the material usually distributed among a half a dozen sources. * Presents a unified approach to
modeling of new designs and develops the skills for complex engineering analysis. * Provides industrial insight to the applications of the basic
theory developed.
Covering the gamut of technologies and systems used in the generation of electrical power, this reference provides an easy-to understand
overview of the production, distribution, control, conversion, and measurement of electrical power. The content is presented in an easy to
understand style, so that readers can develop a basic comprehensive understanding of the many parts of complex electrical power systems.
The authors describe a broad array of essential characteristics of electrical power systems from power production to its conversion to another
form of energy. Each system is broken down into sub systems and equipment that are further explored in the chapters of each unit. Simple
mathematical presentations are used with practical applications to provide an easier understanding of basic power system operation. Many
illustrations are included to facilitate understanding. This new third edition has been edited throughout to assure its content and illustration
clarity, and a new chapter covering control devises for power control has been added.
Amendment to 2015 consolidated ed. (ISBN 9780115534027). Amendment consists of loose-leaf pages that replace select pages from the
main edition binder
In today's competitive climate the economies of production have become a critical factor for all manufacturing companies. For this reason,
achieving cost-effective plant maintenance is highly important. In this context monitoring plays a vital role. The purpose of this book is to
inform readers about techniques currently available in the field of condition monitoring, and the methodology used in their application. With
contributions from experts throughout the world, the Handbook of Condition Monitoring addresses the four major technique areas in condition
monitoring in addition to the latest developments in condition monitoring research. Significantly, the Handbook of Condition Monitoring
includes the following features: comprehensive coverage of the full range of techniques and methodologies accepted knowledge and new
developments both technical and managerial content. This is the essential reference book for maintenance technicians, engineers, managers
and researchers as well as graduate students involved in manufacturing and mechanical engineering, and condition monitoring.
The 1960s were a fascinating decade on the race scene. Relive the memories today through this wonderful new book. Drag racing has a long
and storied history. Many have said that the first drag race happened shortly after the second car was made. While that may or may not be
true, racing prior to World War II was mostly centered around dry-lake activities and top-speed runs. After the war, drag racing became
organized with the formation of the NHRA, and during the 1950s, many tracks were built across America to accommodate the racers.
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Technology in the 1950s centered on the manufacturers updating old flathead designs into newer overhead-valve designs, and the
horsepower race really started to heat up. In many forms of racing, the 1960s brought technological evolution. The decade began with big
engines in even bigger stock chassis and ended with purpose-built race-only chassis, fiberglass bodies, fuel injection, nitro methane, and
blowers. Quarter-mile times that were in the 13-second range in the beginning of the decade were in the 7-second range by the end. New
classes were formed, dedicated cars were built for them, and many racers themselves became recognized names in the sports landscape. In
Drag Racing in the 60s: The Evolution in Race Car Technology, veteran author Doug Boyce takes you on a ride through the entire decade
from a technological point of view rather than a results-based one. Covered are all the classes, including Super Stocks, Altered Wheelbase
cars (which led to Funny Cars), Top Fuelers, Gassers, and more.

About the Book: Written by three distinguished authors with ample academic and teaching experience, this textbook,
meant for diploma and degree students of Mechanical Engineering as well as those preparing for AMIE examination,
incorporates the latest st
Frozen meets The Bloody Chamber in this feminist fantasy reimagining of the Snow White fairytale At sixteen, Mina's
mother is dead, her magician father is vicious, and her silent heart has never beat with love for anyone—has never beat at
all, in fact, but she’d always thought that fact normal. She never guessed that her father cut out her heart and replaced it
with one of glass. When she moves to Whitespring Castle and sees its king for the first time, Mina forms a plan: win the
king’s heart with her beauty, become queen, and finally know love. The only catch is that she’ll have to become a
stepmother. Fifteen-year-old Lynet looks just like her late mother, and one day she discovers why: a magician created
her out of snow in the dead queen’s image, at her father’s order. But despite being the dead queen made flesh, Lynet
would rather be like her fierce and regal stepmother, Mina. She gets her wish when her father makes Lynet queen of the
southern territories, displacing Mina. Now Mina is starting to look at Lynet with something like hatred, and Lynet must
decide what to do—and who to be—to win back the only mother she’s ever known...or else defeat her once and for all.
Entwining the stories of both Lynet and Mina in the past and present, Girls Made of Snow and Glass traces the
relationship of two young women doomed to be rivals from the start. Only one can win all, while the other must lose
everything—unless both can find a way to reshape themselves and their story. “In Girls Made of Snow and Glass, Melissa
Bashardoust has given us exquisite displays of magic, complex mother-daughter relationships, and gloriously powerful
women triumphing in a world that does not want them to be powerful. A gorgeous, feminist fairy tale.” —Traci Chee, New
York Times bestselling author of The Reader “Melissa Bashardoust's debut novel is everything a fairy tale should be.”
—Jodi Meadows, New York Times bestselling coauthor of My Lady Jane “Dark, fantastical, hauntingly evocative.” —Kirkus
Reviews, starred review
This New York Times bestselling book is filled with hundreds of fun, deceptively simple, budget-friendly ideas for sprucing
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up your home. With two home renovations under their (tool) belts and millions of hits per month on their blog
YoungHouseLove.com, Sherry and John Petersik are home-improvement enthusiasts primed to pass on a slew of
projects, tricks, and techniques to do-it-yourselfers of all levels. Packed with 243 tips and ideas—both classic and
unexpected—and more than 400 photographs and illustrations, this is a book that readers will return to again and again for
the creative projects and easy-to-follow instructions in the relatable voice the Petersiks are known for. Learn to trick out a
thrift-store mirror, spice up plain old roller shades, "hack" your Ikea table to create three distinct looks, and so much
more.
Leveraging the organization and focus on exam preparation found in the comprehensive text, this Exam Review will help
any student to successfully complete the ARRT General Radiography and Computed Tomography exams. The book
includes a bulleted format review of content, Registry-style questions with answers and rationales, and a mock exam
following the ARRT format. The companion website offers an online testing simulation engine.
Mean Girls meets Black Beauty in Horse Girl by celebrated author Carrie Seim--a funny and tender middle-grade novel
about finding your forever herd. "This book is funny and exciting. Beautifully portrays both the pleasures and risks of
riding horses and also of being a teen. Very original, and a great pleasure to read."--Jane Smiley, Pulitzer Prize-winning
author Wills is a seventh grader who's head-over-hoof for horses, and beyond excited when she gets the chance to start
training at the prestigious Oakwood Riding Academy. But Amara--the Queen of the #HorseGirls--and her posse aren't
going to let the certifiably dork-tagious Wills trot her way into their club so easily. Between learning the reins of horse
riding, dealing with her Air Force pilot mom being stationed thousands of miles from home, and keeping it together in
front of (gasp!) Horse Boys, Wills learns that becoming a part of the #HorseGirl world isn't easy. But with her rescue
horse, Clyde, at her side, it sure will be fun. Complete with comedic, original hoof notes to acquaint the less equestrian
among us, Horse Girl delivers everything a young readers wants: mean girls, boy problems, and embarrassingly goofy
dad jokes. And it does so on the back of a pony.
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